
 



01- Introduction 
I was a first-year student at Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in 1983 when 
Professor Dale Moody was called on the carpet by certain influential leaders in the 
Arkansas Baptist State Convention.  The issue at hand was the chapter on apostasy in his 
systematic theology textbook, The Word of Truth. 

Moody was a man of immense intellect and astonishing Bible knowledge. He also was a 
debater – tenacious as a bulldog, relentless as a bulldozer. But while his critics may have 
been overmatched in knowledge, they certainly were no less tenacious or relentless. 

The meeting, unfortunately, turned out to be a debate, rather than a dialogue. Neither side 
listened to what the other was saying. Neither made any real effort to understand the 
other point of view. It was what one author has called “duologue” – picture two television 
sets facing each other, both blaring their message, neither listening. 

When Moody’s critics heard him talk about apostasy, they understood it to mean “losing 
your salvation,” an unbiblical notion rightfully opposed with all diligence. Moody, 
however, was not arguing that a Christian could “lose” his salvation. His position was 
more akin to “throwing away your salvation,” though he did not use those words. 

Dale Moody was not a man inclined to keep explaining himself to people who insisted on 
arguing with him. His opponents were not the sort of men to give quarter to anyone who 
disagreed with them. Neither side thought there was any ground on which they could 
stand together. The result that day was a resolution demanding Moody’s termination, to 
which the seminary responded by pressuring the professor into retirement. 

The tragedy of that conflict – and of the division that has persisted among multiple 
generations of evangelical churches – is that there is a place to stand together. There is no 
contradiction between the biblical doctrine of apostasy and the equally biblical teaching 
that Baptists and others call “the security of the believer.” 

I’ve wrestled with these thoughts for years. I’ve read the commentaries – and been 
frustrated with the theological gymnastics many writers resort to when they try to put a 
“once saved, always saved” spin on passages that warn about taking God’s gift of 
salvation too lightly. The notes I’ve made go on for pages and pages and pages. I’ve 
finally come to the point where I want to put it all down in writing. 

And, like my old editor used to say, “You never finish unless you start.” 

So, the thesis is that: 

(1) Christians who genuinely seek to follow Jesus – I call them “believers” – have no 
reason to worry about their security in salvation. 



(2) Christians who are ungrateful for the costly gift of salvation, who insist on living their 
way instead of God’s, have no reason for confidence about their eternal destiny. 

(3) Believers who resolutely turn their backs on Christ can expect nothing better in 
eternity than any other enemy of God. 

I already have telegraphed the metaphor I believe opens the door for understanding what 
apostasy really is – and how it differs from mere backsliding – by tagging these posts 
“Divorcing Christ.” 

We’ll see where this takes us. 

***** 
Although these chapters originally were written as a series of blog postings, this is an 
online book, not a random collection of thoughts. The chapters were written in a 
particular order to present these difficult issues in a way that promotes understanding. 

Please read through the chapters in sequence. Jumping into the middle of the series is 
likely to be confusing and leave you with questions that were answered in previous 
chapters. 

To assist you in reading straight through, a link to the next chapter is posted at the 
bottom of each page. The categories at the right list each chapter in sequence. 

I’m leaving these entries open for comments because I think the Holy Spirit teaches us 
better when we are in dialogue than when we muddle about in isolation. Constructive 
critiques are welcome; uncivilized excretions will be flushed. If you have questions, they 
may be addressed to divorcingchrist(at)gmail(dot)com. 

Other essays on this subject are posted at divorcingchrist2.wordpress.com. 



02 - Nagging questions 
I’m a preacher’s kid. Church was a 24/7 proposition for us. And I’ve worked for churches 
and church organizations most of my adult life. For those two reasons, I’ve had the 
privilege of knowing some of the finest Christians ever to walk the face of the earth. 

I had grandparents who laid a foundation of faith. My own parents are two of the most 
genuine, most selfless servants of Christ I will ever know. I’ve had godly friends and co-
workers – too many to list. There were Christian teachers in my various (public) schools 
who were the only caring influence some of my classmates knew. There were long-
suffering teachers at church who put up with way too much nonsense from a smart-alecky 
preacher’s kid. (All of whom need to know that “what goes around” did indeed come 
around, just like you said it would!) 

As a preacher’s kid and, later, a deacon, I also was in a position to see the less-ideal 
aspects of church life – ranging from curious sights, like the organist who made a point of 
balancing her checkbook during the sermon, to appalling glimpses of the seamy 
underbelly of the Christian religion. You know the stories: a lay leader who cheats 
customers at his store, a member who loudly mutters a racial slur in the hearing of little 
children as they get off the church bus, a treasurer who skims the offerings, a church 
pianist with a barely secret drinking problem, a boys’ Sunday school teacher who takes 
members of his class on “camping trips,” a youth pastor who takes sexual advantage of a 
moonstruck teenage girl, a pastor who corners women in a basement storage room, the 
deacon chairman who for years had been the epitome of warm-hearted Christian 
servanthood until he suddenly became obstinate, controlling, harshly critical, and 
habitually unlike Christ. 

The good news, of course, is that Christ died for all our sins – past, present, and future. I 
grew up trusting – and still trust – the promise that “neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor 
principalities, nor powers, nor things present, nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, 
nor any other creature, shall be able to separate us from the love of God, which is in 
Christ Jesus our Lord.” (Romans 8:38-39 KJV) 

I treasure the assurance that “my sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow 
me; and I give eternal life to them, and they will never perish; and no one will snatch 
them out of my hand. My Father, who has given them to me, is greater than all; and no 
one is able to snatch them out of the Father’s hand.” (John 10:27-29 NAS) 

I grew up in churches that believed, in the words of the great reformer, John Calvin: 
“Once saved, a person is always saved.” We always talked about salvation in the past 
tense: “I was saved when I was 6.” 

While some church members sniffed at the waywardness of others, I understood no one 
can say for certain that any other sinner is beyond God’s grace. I can’t see into the depths 
of another heart – sometimes I don’t even understand my own. I don’t know what future 



revival of spirit God may have in store for anyone. I certainly can’t see what happens to 
anyone beyond the grave. 

When I finally got around to really reading the Bible for myself, however, I was struck by 
the way God spoke to the Israelites when they became obstinate. I was stunned by all the 
things Jesus had to say about disobedient sons and trees that didn’t bear fruit. And I 
trembled at the thought of what happens to willful sinners who “fall into the hands of the 
living God.” (Hebrews 10:31 NAS) 

The more I read, the more Scripture I discovered that was ignored in both pulpit and 
classroom. 

And I was left with nagging questions: 

What sort of person is it who “drinks the rain” and is “tilled” for God’s sake, yet “is 
worthless and close to being cursed, and ends up being burned” because he yields only 
“thorns and thistles”? (Hebrews 6:7-8 KJV) 

What does it mean that “the master of that slave will come on a day when he does not 
expect him and at an hour he does not know, and will cut him in pieces, and assign him a 
place with the unbelievers”? (Luke 12:46 NAS) 

What is the difference between those “who shrink back to destruction” and those “who 
have faith to the preserving of the soul”? (Hebrews 10:39 NAS) 

If a Christian is “once saved, always saved,” why are there dire warnings in the Gospels 
that are directed to the disciples – and in the epistles that are addressed to the 
congregation? 

If I was saved at 6 and want nothing more today than to faithfully serve Christ, why am I 
also keenly aware that it is easy for me to betray him – and why does God’s Word seem 
to tell me that such a betrayal could be an irretrievable insult to the one who died to set 
me free? 



03 - This is not about ‘losing your salvation’ 
Before we walk any farther down this path, I want to be clear about two things: 

– We are not talking about “losing your salvation.” 

– The teaching commonly called “the security of the believer” is absolute Bible truth. 

No one should walk away from this discussion saying I believe a Christian can lose his 
salvation. 

That choice of words – “losing your salvation” – is unfortunate at best and at worst is a 
gross distortion of Scripture and an insult to God and Christ. It implies that salvation can 
be misplaced like a key or a cell phone. It suggests that a person who wants to keep his 
salvation might instead lose it forever – that God might take it away. 

The Bible is clear that this is impossible. 

Consider two key passages I quoted in the previous installment: 

“My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me; and I give eternal life to 
them, and they will never perish; and no one will snatch them out of my hand. My Father, 
who has given them to me, is greater than all; and no one is able to snatch them out of the 
Father’s hand.” (John 10:27-29 NAS) 

“For I am convinced that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor 
powers, nor things present, nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other 
creature, shall be able to separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our 
Lord.” (Romans 8:38-39 KJV) 

Add to that: 

“If we confess our sins, he is faithful and righteous to forgive us our sins and to cleanse 
us from all unrighteousness.” (1 John 1:9 NAS) 

“If we are faithless, he remains faithful, for he cannot deny himself.” (2 Timothy 2:13 
NAS) 

“I will never desert you, nor will I ever forsake you.” (Hebrews 13:5 NAS) 

“God has given us both his promise and his oath. These two things are unchangeable 
because it is impossible for God to lie. Therefore, we who have fled to him for refuge can 
take new courage, for we can hold on to his promise with confidence.” (Hebrews 6:18 
NLT) 



God is both able to keep what we have committed to him and absolutely faithful to keep 
it. Even when we are without faith, he can be trusted to stand by us because it is against 
his nature to abandon us. The Lord can no more turn his back on us than he could commit 
a sin. 

There are some Christians, however, who teach that a follower of Christ can “lose” his 
salvation. The way some tell it, the loss might even be accidental, as if a conscientious 
Christian could commit a sin and be unaware of it – a “sin of omission,” as they say – 
then die in his sleep and wake up in hell. As I said in the first installment, that is an 
unbiblical notion that ought to be strenuously opposed. 

The idea that a believer could lose his salvation is not only an insult to the faithfulness of 
God but also to the one who voluntarily laid down his life to set us free from the penalty 
of sin and the power of death. The Letter to the Hebrews pleads with the Jewish 
Christians not to turn their backs on Christ because his sacrifice of his life is the only one 
adequate to make us acceptable before God “once for all time … perfected forever.” 
(10:10) The cost of a sufficient sacrifice is precisely why the writer warns them not to 
“neglect so great a salvation” (2:3). Such an insult is impossible to take back, because it 
would require them to “again crucify to themselves the Son of God and put him to open 
shame.” (6:6) 

The truth is – and there are many more passages of Scripture that could be quoted – 
Christians who genuinely seek to follow Jesus have no reason to worry about their 
security in salvation. 

Now, what about the others? 



04 - Mortal danger 
There are passages in the New Testament that warn of the eternal danger facing people 
who resolutely insist on living their way instead of God’s. Some of the passages refer to 
people who are part of a congregation. Pick up almost any popular evangelical 
commentary written since the early 1900s, and you will find those passages explained by 
saying they refer to people who were “never saved” or were “almost saved but turned 
back.” 

I find that pretty unsatisfying. 

For one thing, it begs the question. Those commentaries are written from a viewpoint that 
says apostasy can’t happen to a genuine follower of Jesus. Passages that warn about the 
danger of apostasy must therefore be speaking to someone other than genuine followers 
of Jesus. 

A neat solution, and very correct – unless the writers are wrong about apostasy. If they 
are mistaken, then they have misled the faithful and exposed trusting souls to mortal 
danger. 

One problem with that solution is that it’s not clear why – if those passages are only 
addressed to the “almost saved” and “never saved” – why don’t they speak specifically to 
those audiences? 

Why, for example, doesn’t … 

— 2 Peter 2:20 say, “For if, after they have escaped the defilements of the world by the 
knowledge of the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ but stopped short of being saved, they are 
again entangled in them and are overcome, the last state has become worse for them than 
the first”? 

— 2 Thessalonians 2:3 say, “Let no one in any way deceive you, for it will not come 
unless the apostasy of those who were never really saved comes first”? 

— Hebrews 12:25 say, “See to it that you do not refuse him who is speaking. For if those 
did not escape when they refused him who warned them on earth, much less will they 
escape who were almost saved but turn away from him who warns from heaven”? 

— Hebrews 3:12 say, “Take care, you who are almost saved, that there not be in any one 
of you an evil, unbelieving heart that falls away from the living God”? Instead, it says, 
“Take care, brethren ….” 

Perhaps the reason warning passages aren’t addressed specifically to the “almost saved” 
and “never saved” is because they really are intended to speak to the entire congregation. 
Perhaps apostasy actually is a danger every believer needs to be wary of. 



Having said that, I have to add that I’m not particularly concerned whether anyone agrees 
about apostasy. I am far more concerned that everyone understands the very real dangers 
of what we used to call “backsliding.” 

It’s no way to be saved 
Many lay people have heard the “once saved, always saved” preaching and concluded 
they can be complacent about obeying Christ’s commands. After all, if I have God locked 
into a contract that requires him to save me, why would it really matter whether I actually 
do all that “discipleship” stuff – Bible reading and memorization, prayer, teaching, 
witnessing, missions, ministry, and so on? As long as I try to live a pretty good life (at 
least in public) and give a little money to my church, I’m OK, right? 

Wrong. And the church leaders who let you live with that misunderstanding will share 
the blame – and the punishment – when we all stand before the Judge. 

When we dismiss warning passages as applying only to the “almost saved” and “never 
saved,” we deprive genuine followers of Jesus of the truth that there are serious – even 
severe – consequences for failing to obey the Lord’s commands. 

Leave to one side the question of whether such passages warn of apostasy. Let’s at least 
tell people the frightening truth about what the Bible has to say about the danger of 
backsliding. 

God’s people persisted in disobedience in the wilderness, and they paid a horrible price. 
Paul warns believers that our choices also determine what we will experience from God’s 
hand: “Behold then the kindness and severity of God; to those who fell, severity, but to 
you, God’s kindness, if you continue in His kindness; otherwise you also will be cut off.” 
(Romans 11:22 NASB) 

Paul counseled ministers like Timothy to be wary of “foolish and harmful desires” that 
plunge some people into “ruin and destruction” and because of which some “have 
wandered from the faith and pierced themselves with many sorrows.” (1 Timothy 6:9-10 
NLT) 

He also warned of a day when the quality of our life’s accomplishments will be tested 
with fire. Lives built with gold, silver, and jewels will survive and the builders will 
receive rewards. Lives built with wood, hay, or straw will be burned up. “If the work is 
burned up, the builder will suffer great loss. The builders themselves will be saved, but 
like someone escaping through a wall of flames.” (1 Corinthians 3:12-15 NLT) 

I don’t know about you, but that’s not the way I want to be saved. 



05 - Oversimplifications 
In the previous installment, I said it doesn’t make sense that warning passages would be 
addressed only to the “almost saved” and “never saved” because they don’t speak 
specifically to those audiences. 

Another problem with that interpretation is that it oversimplifies the context. 

When Jesus taught the people gathered around him, or when an apostle wrote a letter to a 
congregation, the audience almost always included people who were at different points in 
the journey of faith. That means a warning meant somewhat different things to different 
people, depending on where they were on the journey. 

The same thing is true when we preach or teach the Bible today. Each group, of course, 
includes people who fall into a category I call the Enduring Faithful. Other members of 
our audience, however, could fall into several categories: 

– Nominals. Baptized as infants, Nominals completed catechism, attend church on 
occasion (or even regularly), but keep their Christianity in a box. There is no evidence 
that faith in Christ makes any real difference in their day-to-day lives. And there is an 
evangelical version of this too – people who were raised in church, walked an aisle 
because it was expected, and learned how to play church. 

– Strugglers. There are many who choose Christ but struggle to be faithful. They find 
themselves continually making mistakes spiritually. Some quit trying, while others doubt, 
wondering whether they ever were “really saved” to begin with. 

– Drop-outs. These are people who receive Christ and experience tremendous joy in their 
new freedom but never have a foundation for Christian living built under them. They are 
overcome by difficulties and hardships, lose their joy, and drop out of church life. 

– Runaways. These folks have had traumatic experiences and harbor deep anger toward 
God and Christians. Perhaps they came to Christ as teenagers but were not accepted by 
church folk. Perhaps church members didn’t help when a family member died. They have 
sworn, “If that’s Christianity, I want no part of it.” 

– Backsliders. These Christians can share genuine testimonies about coming to Christ 
but their lives now show little evidence of God’s transforming power at work. Some drop 
out; others may be regular in churchly habits but don’t obey the Mission mandate. 

– Almost saved. Many people indeed come close to accepting Christ but for various 
reasons stop short and eventually turn back. They may attend regularly and join in some 
activities, blending in with the crowd, but they are in actuality mere observers. 

– Never saved. Many churches have for generations accepted people into membership 
without seriously inquiring about their journey with Christ. Many young people are 



baptized because of peer pressure or tradition – and some of them even become pastors or 
missionaries who serve for years before realizing they had never actually given over their 
hearts and lives to Jesus Christ. The result is that many church members have not actually 
been born again, though some “talk the walk” in a convincing manner. 

This list is not exhaustive. You may have your own categories to add. But I think there is 
yet another group. 



06 - This fire consumes 
I can think of many reasons why a person would fall short as a follower of Jesus. I can 
offer firsthand testimonies of several myself. 

You can categorize us in any number of ways: Nominals, Strugglers, Drop-outs, 
Runaways, Backsliders. None of us are exempt – not even the Enduring Faithful. The 
Bible says, “We all stumble in many ways.” (James 3:2 NAS) 

Some church people, to be sure, never really started following Jesus in the first place. 
Others began well, then backslid, and it remains to be seen how they will finish. 

But there are some believers whose lives aren’t adequately explained by these categories. 
There are some passages of Scripture that seem to warn us of a danger far more serious 
than backsliding. 

I believe we need to add another category to the ones I suggested earlier: 

Apostates. These are genuine believers who at some point not only stop living like a 
follower of Jesus, but whose lives are then marked by continuing, intentional 
disobedience to the Master, to the degree that at some point they choose to divorce 
themselves from Christ. 

I’m thinking in particular of a deacon chairman who had made a profession of faith as a 
young person. He was for many years a faithful, active Christian involved in community 
outreach. He fasted and prayed for missions teams. Then something happened. One day, 
he walked into his pastor’s office and announced: “God told me he wants me to be the 
administrator of this church. I’m going to hold you accountable.” He then proceeded, 
week by week, to accost the pastor and harshly criticize his sermon. He began to resist 
involvement in ministry and personal evangelism and opposed changes in the church that 
come with bringing in people newly won to Christ. He became obstinately disobedient, 
continually unfaithful, and habitually unlike Christ. 

Was this fellow an apostate or just a backslider? None of us can say with certainty, of 
course. As I said earlier, no one can see into the heart or future of another, and no one can 
see what happens to a wayward Christian beyond the grave. But I will not dismiss him as 
“never really saved.” The witness of his life as a believer was too strong. 

Hebrews 10:26-31 comes to mind: 

“For if we go on sinning willfully after receiving the knowledge of the truth, there no 
longer remains a sacrifice for sins, but a terrifying expectation of judgment and ‘the fury 
of a fire which will consume the adversaries.’ Anyone who has set aside the Law of 
Moses dies without mercy on the testimony of two or three witnesses. How much severer 
punishment do you think he will deserve who has trampled under foot the Son of God, 
and has regarded as unclean the blood of the covenant by which he was sanctified, and 



has insulted the Spirit of grace? For we know him who said, ‘Vengeance is mine, I will 
repay.’ And again, ‘The Lord will judge his people.’ It is a terrifying thing to fall into the 
hands of the living God.” (NAS) 

This is one of the passages commentators say refer to “almost saved” or “never saved” 
people. They argue that the passage says the sinner only received “the knowledge of the 
truth.” They say that stops short of being saved. 

But notice the author says “if we go on sinning willfully.” He is speaking to the entire 
congregation. And notice he says the person in danger “was sanctified.” How can that be 
said of someone who was only “almost saved” or “never saved”? 

One commentator’s reply: “He means that this person’s life was cleaned up by his 
association with Christian people. He does not mean this person himself actually was 
sanctified in salvation.” 

Now, that’s hard to reconcile with a plain reading of the verse. If that’s what the author 
means, why not simply say that, like Paul did in 1 Corinthians 7:14? Why say he was 
sanctified by “the blood of the covenant,” if the sanctifying was done by association with 
church members? 

The truth is, a believer places himself in grave danger when he begins to insist on living 
his way instead of God’s. Verse 28 says he treats Jesus like a doormat and insults the 
Spirit that showed him grace. Verse 29 says the punishment he deserves is more severe 
than “death without mercy”! 

This is not a Christian who “will be saved, but like someone escaping through a wall of 
flames.” (1 Corinthians 3:15 NLT) This is a believer who has made himself, once again, 
an adversary of God. 

This fire doesn’t save. It consumes. 



07 - Danger, Will Robinson! 
If you’re running a CalvinShield Systematic Theology Protection System®, pop-ups 
already have warned you about possible infection by the Arminius1610 worm. Your CPU 
has been locked down and main memory quarantined. The handful of you running 
CalvinShield Pro® also have been warned about the older but more malicious 
Caelestius411 virus. 

False positives, I assure you. Implementation of the Oldenbarnevelt Technique is 
unnecessary. Let’s all keep our heads, shall we? 

Enough geeky church history humor … such as it was. 

Theological conflict over “predestination” and “free will” dates back at least 1,600 years. 
The undercurrent of secular political intrigue beneath centuries of arguments and church 
trials casts a pall over the whole discussion, right up to the 18th-century debates between 
John Wesley and George Whitefield. Not everyone, however, has been oppressed as 
badly as Johan Van Oldenbarnevelt, who was beheaded for his convictions on May 13, 
1619, in (ironically) The Hague. 

It is customary, of course, to choose sides in theological debates. I refuse to do that in this 
case, despite my feelings about the zealotry that forced Dale Moody into early retirement 
almost 25 years ago. 

One faction in this argument wants you to swear allegiance to the concept that Jesus only 
died for the people God already had chosen to save. They want you to further swear you 
will not consort with heretics who say such a view is contrary to both the Bible and what 
John Calvin actually believed. 

For their part, the opposition wants to tattoo “Live Free Or Die” on your forearm and 
requires you to sign a petition asking the American Psychiatric Association to list Hyper-
Calvinism as a mental disorder. (I hear the odds are pretty good that will happen at the 
next APA convention.) 

I don’t want to play that game, not for either side. 

Yes, the Bible clearly teaches that, before the foundation of the world, “God knew his 
people in advance, and he chose them to become like his Son.” (Romans 8:29 NLT) No 
one should shrink back from teachings that may not sit well with popular opinion, like 
“Many are called, but few are chosen” (Matthew 22:14 NLT) or even the scandalous 
declaration about “vessels of wrath prepared for destruction.” (Romans 9:22 NAS) 

At the same time, the Bible also clearly teaches that all people have a choice about 
honoring God and following Jesus – and that God holds us responsible for our choices. 
God is “not willing that any should perish, but that all should come to repentance.” (2 
Peter 3:9 KJV) “Whoever believes in him shall not perish, but have eternal life.” (John 



3:16b NAS) If choices did not matter, why did Jesus preach, “Repent and believe the 
Gospel?” If salvation is only a matter of God’s election, why is it “through faith” that we 
are saved by grace? (Ephesians 2:8-9) 

I’m not fond of clubs that require prospective members to ignore entire themes of 
Scripture in order to be accepted. I’m skeptical of people who insist on forcing the 
mysteries of God’s ways into the neat little categories of human logic. Twenty centuries 
have not resolved paradoxes like the doctrine of the Trinity or the teaching that Jesus was 
both fully God and fully man. If the election/free will debate has lasted 1,600 years, 
maybe we ought to classify it as paradox too. 

I believe Scripture says apostasy is a real danger to genuine believers. I contend the 
teaching doesn’t contradict the equally biblical truths of election and eternal security. In 
fact, I believe a biblical teaching on apostasy heightens the significance of those doctrines 
and sheds light on many Scripture passages previously regarded as puzzling. 

If you’re even the least bit curious about how the parts of this puzzle fit together, hang 
around and we’ll talk. 



08 - Security is for believers 
The zealots who forced Dale Moody into early retirement did have some cause for 
complaint against him. Like his critics, he was guilty of an “either/or” mentality that kept 
him from seeing the whole truth: Believers are secure in salvation yet can choose to 
divorce Christ and be lost in eternity. 

Both sides thought the doctrine of the believer’s eternal security was incompatible with 
the doctrine of apostasy – but for different reasons. Both sides were wrong – for the same 
reason. 

Moody’s critics were convinced that no genuine believer can or will turn his back on 
Christ and be lost in eternity. For them, salvation was a matter of being justified and 
reborn in Christ and did not depend on obeying God and enduring in faith. They would 
have been hard pressed to explain why the authors of The Five Points of Calvinism say: 

“Too many people have been led to think that if they have ever made a profession of 
faith, or ever prayed a ‘sinner’s prayer,’ or were baptized and joined a church, they can 
rely on their having been ‘once saved and always saved.’ Insufficient emphasis is given 
to God’s requirement that we must persevere to the end in a life that seeks after holiness.” 

Such perseverance, in some minds, is merely evidence that salvation has occurred, not an 
integral part of a process of salvation as well. 

Moody, for his part, was equally hardheaded and did not recognize the difference 
between the unbiblical teaching of “once saved, always saved” and the biblical teaching 
of eternal security – that if I am trusting Christ with my life, I have no reason to worry 
about his ability “to guard what I have entrusted to him until the day of his return.” (2 
Timothy 1:12 NLT) In The Word of Truth, Moody in one breath dismissed the 
“exegetical hop-scotch” that denies the possibility of apostasy and condemned the 
doctrine of eternal security as a “dogmatic theory.” 

Half right is also half wrong. 

Both sides of the argument misunderstood the eternal security of the believer because 
they were preoccupied with the “eternal security” part and didn’t stop to think carefully 
enough about the “believer” part. 

Rather than dismissing eternal security as merely a “dogmatic theory,” Moody would 
have done well to remember that being a believer is a journey on a narrow road that leads 
to a small gate. (Matthew 7:14) He taught that such a journey has a beginning, a middle, 
and an end – salvation is an event in my past, the experience of my present, and the 
reward in my future. But perhaps he was so caught up with proving the Bible says a 
person can leave the narrow road for the wide one that he was distracted from what it is 
like for the person who chooses to stay on the narrow road. For that believer, eternal 
security is a fact because Almighty God himself has made the promise of salvation. 



The zealots gave Moody the martyrdom he demanded, but they were just as blind to the 
“believer” part of eternal security. Salvation is not just what happened to me when I 
walked the aisle at age 6. That was my rebirth in Christ, the first step of my journey on 
the narrow road. But the rest of the journey also is part of my salvation, as is my arrival at 
the destination. I was saved, but I also am being saved, and I will be saved. 

If I choose to leave the narrow road that leads to salvation and get on the wide road that 
leads to destruction (Matthew 7:13), won’t I arrive at the same destination as the ones 
who were never on the narrow road to begin with? 

And if I keep choosing, day by day, to stay on the narrow road, don’t I have God’s 
promise that I will arrive at my destination? 

Jesus’ promise to those believers who face persecution in the last days is good for the rest 
as well: “The one who endures to the end … will be saved.” (Mark 13:13b NLT) You 
won’t find Jesus saying that believers who don’t endure to the end will be saved anyway. 

That’s because a believer who quits enduring isn’t a believer any more. 



09 - A 17th-century kind of belief 
It’s hard to accept the idea that a believer who quits enduring isn’t a believer any more. 

After all, ‘believe’ means “to accept something said or proposed … as true,” according to 
Chambers 21st Century Dictionary. A person can believe in Christ, and even if he doesn’t 
live like a Christian ought to, that doesn’t change the fact that he believes, right?  Doesn’t 
John 3:16 promise that “whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have 
everlasting life”? (KJV) 

The problem is that ‘believeth’ meant something very different 400 years ago when King 
James’ scholars were translating the Bible into English. Back then, ‘believe’ didn’t have 
anything to do with agreeing a statement was true. The word meant “to cherish” or “to 
hold dear.” It was rooted in a German word that meant “to love.” 

More importantly, the meaning of the Greek word those men were translating stood even 
farther from the idea of 21st-century belief. That word, pisteuo, means “to entrust.” 

The problem the translators faced was that pisteuo is a verb. They translated the noun 
form, pistis, as ‘faith.’ But English didn’t have a verb form of ‘faith’ like Greek did, so 
they chose the English word that came closest: ‘believe.’ 

Not a bad choice – for their day. But today “believing” means something far different 
than the depth of emotion and determination it stirred in 17th-century English souls – and 
from what it meant to early Christians to “faith” Christ. 

When Romans 10:9 (NAS) says “if you confess with your mouth Jesus as Lord, and 
believe in your heart that God raised him from the dead, you will be saved,” it isn’t 
telling you to agree with a factual assertion about the resurrection. It’s telling you to 
“faith” God to keep his promise to you, just like he kept it for Jesus when he raised him 
from the dead. It’s telling you to trust God so much that you take the risk of living life his 
way, instead of continuing to live the way you are inclined. 

Churches – evangelical and otherwise – are full of people who sincerely agree that what 
the preacher says about Jesus is true, but they aren’t “faithing” Jesus – living their daily 
lives by the challenges Jesus laid down. In the sanctuary, they may call Jesus “Savior” 
and “Lord,” but when they step out the door, they go back to living like the rest of the 
world. 

That’s one reason many “Christian” people aren’t any different statistically from the 
“lost” people around them when it comes to sinful behavior. Their pastors have told them 
all they have to do to be saved is sincerely agree with a proposition about Jesus. 

Jesus has a somewhat different idea: “Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will 
enter the kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of my Father who is in heaven will 
enter.” (Matthew 7:21 NAS) 



Going to heaven is connected to doing, not sincerely agreeing. 

This isn’t about being saved by works. It’s about the kind of “perfected” faith described 
in James 2 – a lived-out faith that saves, as opposed to a “dead and useless” faith even 
demons can have. 

Living that kind of faith involves making godly choices, and not just one choice, but a 
lifetime of choosing God’s way over your own. 

It’s not a faith derailed by one or two bad choices, however. James says “we all stumble 
in many ways.” (3:2) Hebrews 11 cites a long list of decidedly imperfect people who 
nevertheless “received God’s approval because of their faith.” That kind of faith compels 
us to “run with endurance” so we receive “the prize at the end of the race.” 

And what a prize it is: “If we continue to endure, we shall also rule with him.” (2 
Timothy 2:12a TEV) Now that’s salvation! 

But the “if” is a big one: “If we continue to endure.” 

The “believer” is the one who runs the race of faith with endurance, all the way to the 
finish line. The one who quits enduring denies Christ – he stops being a believer. For 
him, there is another “if” – “If we deny him, he also will deny us.” (v.12b) 

The reward for enduring in obedience is what every human heart yearns for – and the 
consequence of disobedience is the most nightmarish of terrors: “All who believe in 
God’s Son have eternal life. Those who don’t obey the Son will never experience eternal 
life, but the wrath of God remains upon them.” (John 3:36) 

Believers are the ones who endure – finishing the race and receiving the reward – but it 
requires a 17th-century kind of belief, not the 21st-century kind. 



10 - ‘Stumble,’ ‘fall,’ and ‘fall away’ 
If you haven’t already concluded that some of us have accepted too many easy answers 
on the subject of security and apostasy, this is the end of that road. This subject is 
nowhere near as simple as some people seem to think. 

Please bear with me on this one. We can’t even scratch the surface in this venue. If you 
finish reading this and aren’t sure what to think, just re-read the final two paragraphs and 
move on to the next chapter. You could spend the rest of your natural life sorting this out. 

As strange as it may seem, the biggest problems in resolving disagreements about 
security and apostasy are not presented by the verses that speak clearly to the issue but 
the passages in between – the ones whose meanings aren’t readily apparent. 

Much of the confusion centers around the New Testament verses about “stumbling,” 
“falling,” and “falling away.” If you look at the Greek words behind the English text, you 
find that sometimes the same English word is used in different passages to translate 
entirely different Greek words, which can cause a person to think there are connections 
between verses that may not be there. At other times, the same Greek word is translated 
in various passages into different English words, making it very difficult to see potential 
connections without looking at the Greek. 

Here is where a tool like an “Englishman’s concordance” is especially valuable. A 
regular “exhaustive concordance” will show you where the same English word appears in 
the Bible and which Greek words are translated into that English word. But an exhaustive 
concordance will not let you easily discover the various English words that have been 
used to translate the same Greek word. An Englishman’s concordance, like the one in the 
NAS Electronic Bible makes it easy to search by Greek word, allowing you to see 
relationships between verses you can’t see by looking at the English text. 

It is not a simple matter, however, of seeing the same Greek word translated into different 
English words. The same Greek word still can mean somewhat different things in 
different contexts. For example, the same word may be translated ‘fall’ in one place 
where it means something more serious than stumbling or backsliding, but in other places 
that word does not represent as serious a problem. 

The difficulty can be illustrated by looking at examples of three key words, starting with 
‘stumble.’ 

I have not yet found a New Testament passage where ‘stumble’ means apostasy. In daily 
life, stumbling usually is an accident, nothing more than an ordinary misstep. Apostasy, 
on the other hand, is not common – and it is not an accident. 

Stumbling, for its part, is a failure we all know only too well. James 3:2 reminds us “we 
all stumble in many ways.” (NAS) 



The Greek word translated ‘stumble’ in that verse is ptaio. Stumbling isn’t as serious as 
falling, as seen in Romans 11:11 – “I say then, they did not stumble so as to fall, did 
they?” (NAS) 

The Greek word translated ‘fall’ in that verse is pipto, yet pipto is not a word that 
necessarily implies apostasy. Revelation 2:5 says, “Therefore remember from where you 
have fallen, and repent and do the deeds you did at first; or else I am coming to you and 
will remove your lampstand out of its place – unless you repent.” (NAS) The problem 
plaguing the church at Ephesus is serious, but the situation is retrievable. 

A related word, ekpipto, seems to indicate an even more serious situation. It means “to 
drop away,” “to lose,” “to become inefficient” and in the NAS is variously translated: 
failed, fall, fall away, fallen, falls off, fell off, run aground. A verse like Galatians 5:4 – 
“You have been severed from Christ, you who are seeking to be justified by law; you 
have fallen from grace” (NAS) – leaves one thinking that perhaps such a situation is not 
retrievable. 

Another significant word is skandalizo, which is translated in various ways, including 
both “fall away” and “stumble.” When Jesus tells his disciples, “You will all fall away 
because of me this night,” (Matthew 26:31 NAS) he obviously did not mean they would 
make an eternally fatal choice. Those disciples went on to take the Gospel to the ends of 
the known world and gave their lives for Christ’s cause. 

Yet skandalizo also is the word used in Mathew 24:10, where Jesus talks about a “falling 
away” in the end times. Skandalizo also is the word used in Mark 4:17, where Jesus tells 
a parable about seed falling on rocky soil to describe believers who “fall away” in time of 
trial or temptation. Some believers might be inclined to think that stops short of apostasy, 
yet in Luke’s parallel passage the Greek word behind “fall away” is aphistemi – the root 
from which the Greek word for apostasy is drawn. 

So is skandalizo a fatal choice or not? You won’t find a categorical response to that 
question. The answer must be found in the context. 

We must be careful to not oversimplify or read too much into a particular passage. We 
must never jump to conclusions about the meaning of a particular verse. In some verses, 
the terms used are not clearly defined. In some, the ultimate consequences of the situation 
are not spelled out. 

For example, in 1 Timothy 1:18-20, Paul encourages Timothy to “fight the good fight, 
keeping faith and a good conscience, which some have rejected and suffered shipwreck in 
regard to their faith.” Are the eternal consequences for the spiritual castaways readily 
apparent? What does ‘shipwreck’ mean, after all? People survive shipwrecks, don’t they? 
But isn’t a ship destroyed when it wrecks? 

The point here is to not assume what a passage means. Look carefully at every word in 
the verses, at the context, and at the Greek words behind the English text. Allow passages 



that are clear in meaning to shed light on unclear ones. Watch for elements that don’t fit 
with what you think the passage means. Don’t be dogmatic about passages that can 
legitimately be interpreted in different ways. 

You will do well to remember that “we all stumble in many ways” and that a person does 
not fail to finish the race just because he falls down. The one who fails to finish is the one 
who falls down and chooses to stay down. 



11 - Look who is ‘close to being cursed’! 
Among the sons of Calvin with whom I grew up, apostasy probably is the most 
misunderstood of all doctrines. We rejected the teaching out of hand, partly because it 
conflicted with our “once saved, always saved” belief, partly as a reaction against the 
unbiblical “lose your salvation” doctrine taught at the church across town. 

One reason for our misunderstanding was that we failed to look carefully at the verses 
that deal with security and apostasy. Even some of the most astute Bible scholars and 
teachers miss (or ignore) important nuances in those passages. 
Hebrews 6:4-8 is a particularly good example: 

“For in the case of those who have once been enlightened and have tasted of the heavenly 
gift and have been made partakers of the Holy Spirit, and have tasted the good word of 
God and the powers of the age to come, and then have fallen away, it is impossible to 
renew them again to repentance, since they again crucify to themselves the Son of God 
and put him to open shame. For ground that drinks the rain which often falls on it and 
brings forth vegetation useful to those for whose sake it is also tilled, receives a blessing 
from God; but if it yields thorns and thistles, it is worthless and close to being cursed, and 
it ends up being burned.” (NAS) 

Much of the discussion on this passage focuses on whether verses 4-6 describe a believer. 
Many evangelical commentators take the position that it describes someone “almost 
saved.” They focus on the words ‘enlightened’ and ‘tasted’ and argue this could describe 
a person who benefits from close proximity to believers but decides not to accept Christ. 

They don’t usually focus much attention on the phrase “have been made partakers of the 
Holy Spirit.” Personally, I’ve never understood how that could describe someone who 
has stopped short of accepting Christ. 

On the other hand, however, those who argue the passage describes an apostate aren’t 
looking closely at the wording either. Verse 8 says this person is “close to being cursed.” 
Even dangerously close still is only close. 

Each side has to ignore or distort a key element of the passage to make its explanation 
work. What both sides miss is who this passage says is in danger of going to hell: 
Someone who has been a Christian for years but has yet to step up and accept his Christ-
commanded responsibility to make disciples. 

Consider 6:1 – “Therefore leaving the elementary teaching about the Christ, let us press 
on to maturity ….” 

‘Therefore’ connects the frightening passage in chapter 6 with these words in the 
previous chapter: 



“Concerning him we have much to say, and it is hard to explain, since you have become 
dull of hearing. For though by this time you ought to be teachers, you have need again for 
someone to teach you the elementary principles of the oracles of God, and you have come 
to need milk and not solid food. For everyone who partakes only of milk is not 
accustomed to the word of righteousness, for he is an infant. But solid food is for the 
mature, who because of practice have their senses trained to discern good and evil.” 
(5:11-14 NAS) 

When you look at the context, you see the issue in chapter 6 is not backsliding or being 
“almost saved.” In fact, the person in danger of being cursed is a Christian who refuses to 
accept the responsibilities of maturity. He continually benefits from the “rain” – good 
teaching and preaching, spiritual worship, strong fellowship – but he refuses to produce 
the fruit that is the whole reason the Gardener is pouring good things into his life. Instead, 
he yields “thorns and thistles.” 

Some churches preach and teach about “bearing fruit” for the Kingdom. We have heard 
sermons on Mark 4:8, about the seed that fell on good soil, “and they hear the word and 
accept it and bear fruit, thirty, sixty, and a hundredfold.” (NAS) 

But many of us attended church for decades without hearing anyone say that bearing fruit 
was required. Most members of the churches I grew up in would have rejected that idea 
outright. Leading others in following Christ is a good thing, but no one is going to hell 
for not teaching or evangelizing, right? (This is where the “once saved, always saved” 
rationalization comes in real handy.) 

We know John 15:5 tells us that the Christian who “abides” in Christ “bears much fruit,” 
and 15:8 tells us that “glorifies” God. Too few of us, however, have heard plain teaching 
on v.6: “If anyone does not abide in me, he is thrown away as a branch and dries up; and 
they gather them, and cast them into the fire and they are burned.” 

“Burned”? As in “close to being cursed, and it ends up being burned”? 

No, John 15:6 actually is a warning about hell fire, whereas the fire faced by the 
“worthless” Christian of Hebrews 6:8 is more like the one a farmer sets in a field that 
isn’t yielding good harvests. He burns it off to restore nutrients to the soil, so it will 
become rich and fertile. 

Hebrews 6 warns that a resolutely immature Christian is going to be “burned off” like 
that and even is in danger of experiencing the fate of an apostate. Refusing to help make 
disciples is willful disobedience to the command of Christ himself. (Matthew 28:19-20) 
And we remember that “if we go on sinning willfully … there no longer remains a 
sacrifice for sins, but a terrifying expectation of judgment and ‘the fury of a fire which 
will consume the adversaries.’” (Hebrews 10:26-31 NAS) 

The longtime Christian who still insists on breastfeeding isn’t hell bound – yet – but he 
needs to know Daddy takes a very dim view of his refusal to grow up. 



12 - Don’t throw this gift away 
I recently picked up a copy of Four Views on the Warning Passages in Hebrews, from 
Kregel Academic, and was disappointed to find that the promotional copy on the back 
cover raises two of the most common questions asked about the issue of security and 
apostasy: 

“Is there no restoration for a backslidden believer?” 

“Can believers lose their salvation if they fall away from God’s grace?” 

I was disappointed because those questions reflect two misconceptions that get in the way 
of understanding what apostasy really is. These questions may help catch the eye of a 
prospective buyer, but they cast little light on the dark, dusty corner of the theological 
attic where we keep the doctrine of apostasy. 

“Is there no restoration for a backslidden believer?” 
This question could be taken to equate backsliding with apostasy. While an argument for 
that equation can be made based on some Old Testament passages, no widely used 
English translation uses ‘backslide’ or any related word to translate any Greek word in 
the New Testament. 

In addition, the concept of apostasy under the Old Covenant was dramatically different 
from that under the New Covenant – different enough that the Lord could tell Hosea: “I 
will heal their apostasy.” (Hosea 14:7a NAS) There certainly is no indication that under 
the New Covenant there is any possibility of “healing” either individual or corporate 
apostasy. 

In popular usage, most people in my circles believe backsliding is a condition from which 
a person can return, whereas the New Testament witness is that there is no such 
opportunity with apostasy. We all have known backsliders who repented and returned. So 
while there certainly is a relationship between backsliding and apostasy, and while 
backsliding may lead to apostasy, backsliding is not the same thing as apostasy. 

Apostasy occurs when we “keep on sinning willfully” and cross a line forbidden by 
Almighty God. Only the Lord knows whether a particular person has crossed that line. 
While a backslider may be easily identified, whether a person has committed apostasy is 
beyond our ability to discern. Even the backslider may think he has become an apostate. 
Many of us have known people who said they had completely turned their backs on 
Christ, yet later returned to obedience. 

Using the same word – ‘backsliding’ – to describe two different situations is confusing in 
the extreme. Some teachers, of course, focus on backsliding because they reject the 
possibility of apostasy. However, if the most serious danger facing the resolutely 
disobedient Christian is the “loss of reward” that they say awaits the backslider, why 
don’t the “warning passages” limit themselves to clearly saying that? Are the Scriptures 



so poorly written that their plain reading causes us to misunderstand this critical 
teaching? 

“Can believers lose their salvation if they fall away?” 
I already have indicated why I think the teaching that a Christian can “lose” his salvation 
is an insult to both God and Christ. The question above carries one of two implications, 
both of which are unacceptable: 

– Someone took away your salvation. This is an utterly unbiblical notion, as explained in 
the earlier essay. It implies God is not able or cannot be trusted “to guard what I have 
entrusted to him until that day.” (2 Timothy 1:12 NAS) The Scripture is clear that God 
will not breach that relationship and that no outside power is strong enough to drive a 
wedge between us. 

– The loss of salvation was accidental or unintentional. Salvation is not a common object 
like car keys or a cell phone that it can be lost in the airport or supermarket. Just as an act 
of will is involved in choosing to follow Christ, so an act of will – and only an act of will 
– could take a person off that path. There is nothing accidental or unintentional about 
apostasy. 

Just as we ought to quit using ‘backsliding’ to describe apostasy, so we also ought to quit 
talking about apostasy as “losing your salvation.” It would be far better to use a phrase 
that makes it clear no one has taken your salvation from you and that you did not 
accidentally misplace it. 

A phrase like “throwing away your salvation” might serve us better. 

Salvation is a gift costly beyond your imagination, far more expensive than you could 
ever pay out of your own empty pocket of righteousness. Your salvation was purchased 
just for you, specifically applied to the particular sins you would commit. If I read the 
Scripture correctly, it is a gift that cannot be replaced. 

The last thing you want to do is to throw it away. 



13 - Don’t turn back to the wilderness! 
We have seen one difference in apostasy under the old and new covenants – whether God 
will “heal” it. There is, however, a similarity that also needs to be understood, and one of 
the best places to see the parallel is in Matthew 21, where Jesus both draws a line 
between the two covenants and identifies a common thread that runs throughout the 
history of God’s dealing with his people. 

Matthew 21:33-44 records a parable of a landowner who had a problem with a vineyard 
he had rented to some tenant farmers. It seems he wasn’t receiving the fruit he had a right 
to expect as the owner of the vineyard. Twice he sent servants to collect the harvest, and 
twice the tenants beat, stoned, even killed the servants. When he sent his own son to 
settle the accounts, those wicked people killed him too, thinking they could then keep the 
vineyard for themselves. 

Jesus put the question to Israel’s religious leaders: “What do you think the landowner is 
going to do to those tenant farmers?” They answered the question without realizing they 
were pronouncing their own judgment: “He will put the wicked men to a horrible death 
and lease the vineyard to others who will give him his share of the crop after each 
harvest.” (v.41 NLT) 

Jesus drew the line: “Therefore I say to you, the kingdom of God will be taken away from 
you and given to a people, producing the fruit of it.” (v.43 NAS) 

With that, the biological children of Abraham would no longer be the tenant farmers in 
God’s vineyard. However, God’s expectation of the new tenants – children of Abraham 
by faith – remained the same: They would produce the harvest of fruit he has a right to 
expect as the owner of the vineyard. 

A Cornerstone has been laid, as Paul said, and the person who “faiths” (pisteuo) that 
stone will not be disappointed, but others will stumble and fall on it (skandalon). 
(Romans 9:33) Jesus was even more pointed: “And he who falls on this stone will be 
broken to pieces; but on whomever it falls, it will scatter him like dust.” (Matthew 21:44 
NAS) 

Broken to pieces. Scattered like dust. How seriously does God take the matter of bearing 
fruit, rather than producing “thorns and thistles”? 

The Old Covenant people of God are used as an analogy for the New Covenant people in 
the Letter to the Hebrews (which I believe also was written by Paul). The contrast 
between the old and new covenants is used to encourage persecuted Jewish Christians to 
keep faith with the better promise, better priest, and better sacrifice Jesus had become. 
But Paul also focuses on the common thread: God expects his people to trust and obey, 
and those who refuse should expect to experience his judgment. 



Paul reminds his audience that the biological children of Abraham had rebelled against 
God in the wilderness, trying his patience and angering him to the point that he swore 
they would never enter his rest. (Hebrews 3:7-19) 

Under the New Covenant, however, defying God’s expectations is even more dangerous, 
Paul says: “See to it that you do not refuse him who is speaking. For if those did not 
escape when they refused him who warned them on earth, much less will we escape who 
turn away from him who warns from heaven.” (Hebrews 12:25 NAS) 

Because God has established this better kingdom – one in which his people are secure 
because it “cannot be shaken” – the tenant farmers under the New Contract ought to serve 
him gratefully, “in reverence and awe,” so their fruit-bearing will be accepted by the God 
who is a “consuming fire” to his enemies. (Hebrews 12:28-29) 

In the wilderness of Paran, Abraham’s biological children stood at the edge of the Land 
of Promise. God’s plan was that they send in their fighting men and take possession of 
the land. Twelve spies were dispatched to assess the challenge. When they reported back, 
however, all but two said the gigantic people in the land were too strong, that the 
Israelites ought to turn back to Egypt. Only two challenged the people to trust God and 
attack the giants. Because the people refused to trust and obey, God condemned an entire 
generation to die in the wilderness. 

Faithfulness means God’s people take the risk of trusting him, and those who refuse and 
turn back are destroyed, Paul said. God promises, “‘My righteous people … will believe 
and live,’” but he also warns, “If any of them turns back, I will not be pleased with 
them.’” And Paul adds: “We are not people who turn back and are lost. Instead, we have 
faith and are saved.” (Hebrews 10:38-39 TEV) 

‘Lost’ in verse 39 translates apoleia, a word also used to describe the “broad way” to hell 
in Matthew 7:13, the fate of Judas Iscariot in John 17:12, the destiny of “vessels of 
wrath” in Romans 9:22, and the doom faced by “enemies of the cross” in Philippians 
3:19. It is rooted in the word apollumi, translated ‘perish’ in John 3:16. 

That’s the fate of any of God’s people who have “an evil and unbelieving (apistia) heart 
that falls away (aphistēmi) from the living God.” (Hebrews 3:12 NAS) 

God’s people have a choice. The vineyard owner expects a harvest; the tenant farmers 
can honor the contract or be “put to a horrible death” and replaced. God’s people can 
trust the Lord and take the Promised Land – or turn back to the wilderness and be 
destroyed. 

As terrifying as that message is, however, the most important point is not the danger of 
apostasy but the reward that awaits those who trust and obey: 

“Dear friends, even though we are talking like this, we really don’t believe that it applies 
to you. We are confident that you are meant for better things, things that come with 



salvation. For God is not unfair. He will not forget how hard you have worked for him 
and how you have shown your love to him by caring for other Christians, as you still do. 
Our great desire is that you will keep right on loving others as long as life lasts, in order 
to make certain that what you hope for will come true. Then you will not become 
spiritually dull and indifferent. Instead, you will follow the example of those who are 
going to inherit God’s promises because of their faith and patience.” (Hebrews 6:9-12 
NLT) 



14 - The apostasy of legalism 
There is more than one path to apostasy. 

We have talked about the danger of continuing to sin willfully after receiving the 
knowledge of the truth (Hebrews 10:26), the danger of refusing to help make disciples 
(Hebrews 6:1ff), and the danger of turning back from obeying God (Hebrews 10:38-39). 

There is, however, another danger – one that cleverly disguises itself as exceptional 
righteousness. 

The Pharisees and experts in religious law dogged Jesus at every turn. They laid traps for 
him, posing loaded questions designed to trick him into saying something they could use 
to discredit him. Jesus condemned them for crushing people beneath their religious 
demands. (Luke 11:46) 

The spirit of the Pharisees and religious lawyers did not die out in Jesus’ day. Ultimate 
victory over the sin of legalism was won on the cross and at the tomb, but people 
continued to be oppressed by empty religions – and one of them masquerades as 
Christianity. 

The Apostle Paul was dogged by Christian pharisees and religious lawyers – an austere 
sect that taught followers of Jesus had to keep the Jewish law in order to obtain 
righteousness. Paul described them as servants of Satan who disguise themselves as 
servants of righteousness. (2 Corinthians 11:15) He warned the believers at Philippi about 
the “dogs,” enemies of the cross who vaunted themselves as examples of spiritual 
maturity. (Philippians 3) 

But the problem seemed most severe in the churches of Galatia, where some of the 
believers had been persuaded they could achieve righteousness by living up to the 
standard set by the lawyers. 

Paul’s letter to the Galatians graphically warns about the danger of looking for 
righteousness anywhere but in the grace of God. Accepting the legalists’ demands would 
be rejecting the freedom Christ died to obtain for them and allowing themselves to be 
pressed back into the slavery that oppressed them before they were born again. (Galatians 
5:1) 

Join the legalists, he warned, and “Christ will be of no benefit to you … You have been 
severed from Christ, you who are seeking to be justified by law; you have fallen from 
grace.” (Galatians 5:2b,4 NAS) 

Today’s Christian pharisees and religious lawyers don’t hold up the Law of Moses as the 
standard. Some require sinless living, but their numbers don’t grow because members 
eventually are discouraged by the fact that “we all stumble in many ways.” (James 3:2 
NAS) 



The most insidious legalism presents itself as a defender of orthodox doctrine. After all, 
the Church has always had to oppose false teachers who threatened to corrupt the Faith. 
What could be more honorable than identifying heresy to protect the faithful? As Paul 
reminded the Corinthians, “A little bit of yeast makes the whole batch of dough rise.” (1 
Corinthians 5:6 TEV) 

When Jesus used the metaphor of yeast, he was warning people about the legalistic 
teachings of the Pharisees. (Matthew 16:6) And while Paul’s warning to the Corinthians 
about yeast related to immoral living, he used exactly the same words to warn the 
Galatians about the danger of legalism. (Galatians 5:9) 

It’s a subtle deception indeed that sneaks yeast into the dough while warning about the 
danger of yeast. 

Authentic faith in Jesus is a life of freedom from the impossible demands of legalism. 
Genuine believers know it is all about grace; hyper-orthodox Christians have fallen from 
grace. Genuine believers know the Law is fulfilled in the commandment to love our 
neighbor. (Galatians 5:14) Legalists, on the other hand, “bite and devour one another” 
(v.15), and their lives are characterized by “hostility, quarreling, jealousy, outbursts of 
anger, selfish ambition, divisions, [and] the feeling that everyone is wrong except those in 
your own little group.” (v.20 NLT) 

Legalism is an enemy of the cross because it adds human requirements to God’s grace, in 
this case demanding that people conform to the legalist’s own standard of acceptable 
doctrine. 

Yes, correct doctrine matters. False teaching should not be ignored. One reason God gave 
us Scripture is to teach us what is true. (2 Timothy 3:16-17) We ought to be diligent in 
our efforts to accurately handle the Word of Truth so we will not be ashamed before God. 
(2 Timothy 2:15) 

The Bible, however, doesn’t set a detailed doctrinal requirement for being justified and 
found righteous before God. Scripture tells us that if we confess “Jesus is Lord” and 
believe in our hearts God raised him from the dead, we will be saved. (Romans 10:9) 

Paul’s first letter to Timothy aptly describes these legalistic false teachers: 

“Such a person has an unhealthy desire to quibble over the meaning of words. This stirs 
up arguments ending in jealousy, fighting, slander, and evil suspicions. These people 
always cause trouble. Their minds are corrupt, and they don’t tell the truth.” (1 Timothy 
6:4b-5a NLT) 

“They don’t tell the truth” – that strikes to the heart of the legalists’ apostasy. In an 
October 1939 radio broadcast, Winston Churchill described the deceitful Soviet Union as 
“a riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma.” Today’s legalistic false teachers are a 
falsehood wrapped in a fallacy inside a slander. They use half-truth, misrepresentation, 



innuendo, name-calling, fear of conspiracy, and guilt by association to mislead trusting 
souls and make them twice as fit for hell as they are. (Matthew 23:15) 

The next time a legalist tells you another prominent Christian leader has been found 
guilty of inferior and substandard doctrine, remember that today, just as in Jeremiah’s 
time, “the arrogant one will stumble and fall with no one to raise him up.” (Jeremiah 
50:32 NAS) 



15 - The ditch of disbelief 
When Jesus warned his disciples about “yeast,” he wasn’t only talking about the danger 
of legalism in the Pharisees’ teaching. In the same breath, he also mentioned another 
group – the Sadducees: “Take care; be on your guard against the yeast of the Pharisees 
and Sadducees.” (Matthew 16:6 TEV) 

Who were the Sadducees? They were among the Jewish aristocrats of their day, the 
political power brokers. The Sadducees ran the temple and owned the priesthood. Like 
the Pharisees, they were strict about applying the Law of Moses, but they rejected all the 
ticky little rules the Pharisees had made up to dictate proper behavior in every detail of 
daily life. 

The Sadducees were wise in the ways of the world. They rubbed shoulders with the rich 
and powerful Romans who held ultimate power over Israel, and they moved easily in 
cultured society. They were “enlightened” enough to understand that sophisticated people 
don’t believe the myths common people naïvely accept – superstitions like angels and life 
after death. 

The Sadducees were the religious skeptics of their day. Some would compare them to 
today’s ‘liberals,’ but that word has almost as many meanings as ‘fundamentalist.’ 

Let’s say they were disbelievers. 

We know about disbelievers. We find them everywhere we look – even when we look 
inward. We all have a tendency toward disbelief. We have a high opinion of our own 
opinion. It’s easy to disbelieve what doesn’t fit with your opinion, even when it’s the 
word of God you are rejecting. 

When it comes to personal behavior, the disbeliever is a libertine – someone who rejects 
the Judeo-Christian values on which civilized society has been built in favor of doing 
what he wants. He has no use for what any deity expects of him. 

Legalism is a real danger, but it’s not as attractive as disbelief. That’s because legalists, 
for the most part, are unpleasant company, and the life they offer attracts mostly 
masochists and people with inferiority complexes. 

Libertinism, on the other hand, appeals to the animal nature of every person on the planet. 
It’s an easy sell: “If it feels good, do it.” We all would rather go with our glands than 
tackle the hard work of doing what’s right and best for others. 

Moral libertinism is physical self-indulgence, and it eats away at civilized society like a 
venereal disease. Intellectual libertinism is just as deadly to the soul, telling us that 
whatever we believe is true, simply because we believe it. By the same token, whatever 
we disbelieve is not true, simply because we disbelieve it. We can always rationalize our 
way to beliefs that allow us to behave the way we want. 



For the Christian libertine – the disbeliever – quaint “myths” like miracles and the virgin 
birth are laid aside, along with “rigid” moralisms about matters like adultery and 
homosexuality. After all, “science tells us such things are impossible” and “intelligent 
people know better.” The disbeliever is satisfied with the idea that God loves us and 
encourages us to be good people. The Kingdom of God isn’t waiting until God’s 
judgment is poured out on earth; enlightened souls build it here and now. 

That’s all well and good. We’re all free to believe what we choose (or we ought to be), 
but don’t call that faith “Christianity.” 

Authentic Christianity teaches that all of us are sinners, that we can’t be anything else 
except for the power of God, that only God’s love and Jesus’ death make it possible for 
us to experience an amazing new life. Christianity teaches that God gave us the Scripture 
so we would know how he expects us to live. There aren’t any provisions for picking and 
choosing which parts are God’s Word. 

And if your religion teaches that miracles are impossible, why would you want to call it 
Christianity anyway? The Christian faith stands or falls on whether Jesus was raised from 
the dead. He said he would come back to life, but if miracles are impossible, Jesus is still 
dead – just another charlatan who suckered gullible people into forking over their money. 
Who wants to be identified with someone like that? 

Disbelievers think they are free of small-minded religion that oppresses people with 
stupid rules. But they have traded one slavery for another, indenturing themselves to 
mere opinion or to whatever thoughts are acceptable and fashionable at the moment. 
We’ve “progressed” beyond the slavery of motherhood, heterosexual marriage, and 
homophobia; who knows what gift popular opinion has in store for us tomorrow? 

Whatever it is – “anti-Zionism,” “man-boy love” or brother-sister marriage – a 
disbeliever can’t object, because to them right and wrong is whatever people think it is. 

It isn’t hard to understand why an unbeliever refuses to accept Jesus. That would require 
him to give up his self-centeredness. 

It’s harder to understand why a believer would disbelieve, but it happens. A young man 
raised in a strict Christian household goes off to college and for the first time hears 
skeptical challenges to his faith from people of great intellect. Professors overwhelm him 
with arguments that seems to disprove what his parents and church taught him. He turns 
his back on authentic Christian faith and follows a path of disbelief, an inoffensive 
religion that will win him acceptance in sophisticated society – and cut him off from the 
Only One who can save his life. 

John 3:18 tells us that those who believe in the only Son of God – miraculously 
conceived, executed in our place, raised to life by the power of God – escape judgment, 
but those who do not believe have already been judged. 



Jesus said the road to Destruction is broad, and it leads to a gate that has to be wide to 
receive the large crowds headed there. On the other hand, he said, the road that leads to 
Life is narrow, and the gate can be small because there aren’t so many people choosing 
that destination. (Matthew 7:13-14) 

On either side of that narrow road is a ditch. On the right is legalism; on the left, 
libertinism – disbelief. As tragic as it is to fall into one, it is no better to overcorrect and 
fall into the other. 

As the saying goes: “Don’t believe everything you think.” 



16 - Turning traitor 
One of the clearest proofs that apostasy is a danger to genuine believers is the word 
‘apostasy’ itself. The root, stasis, means “a standing,” while the prefix, apo, means “away 
from.” 

In the common usage of the day, ‘apostasy’ meant “defection.” In his classic Word 
Pictures in the New Testament, A. T. Robertson says the Greek historian Plutarch used 
the word to mean “political revolt.” 

If you want to understand apostasy, think about “turning traitor.” Imagine yourself on the 
battlefield, standing shoulder to shoulder with your platoon, fighting intensely against 
your enemy. Now imagine one of your squad members stepping away and turning his 
weapon on you. 

That’s apostasy, and the only person who can betray you like that has to be one of you in 
the first place. No one can become a traitor who was not first a trusted comrade. How can 
you “stand away” from someone if you never stood with him? 

How can someone who was “almost saved” or “never saved” become an apostate – 
“standing away” from Christ – if he never stood with Christ to begin with? 

And what is the eternal destiny of someone who betrays Christ in such a manner? What 
do you think? Jesus voluntarily laid down his life to rescue him from the enemy, and now 
the ingrate defects to the other side? Christ bought the slave’s freedom at the cost of his 
own life, and the slave returns to the evil master? Can Jesus die for him a second time? 
(Hebrews 6:6) 

Of course, when you use the word ‘traitor,’ the first Bible character who comes to mind is 
Judas Iscariot, the disciple who sold out Jesus for 30 pieces of silver – ironically, the 
price of a slave. The “A word” is never actually used of Judas; he was a betrayer 
(prodotês); he betrayed (paradidōmi). The “A word” is used, however, of Paul separating 
himself from the synagogue Jews of Ephesus (Acts 19:9), of Mark’s abandoning Paul and 
Barnabas at Pamphylia (Acts 15:38), and (unfairly) of Paul’s work among the Gentiles 
(Acts 21:21). 

But Judas was a traitor to Christ, no doubt, and the kind of traitor he was illustrates the 
danger apostasy poses for each of us. 

Of the 12 disciples closest to Jesus, Judas was the only one from Judea, the area around 
Jerusalem. He was raised in the shadow of the Temple, with a front-row seat for the 
Roman occupation of Jerusalem. Like most Jews of his day, he dreamed of Messiah, who 
people believed would overthrow Roman rule. Once again, a son of David would sit on 
the throne in Jerusalem. Judas was willing to lay aside everything to follow the anointed 
one from God. 



Yet in his heart, Judas harbored other allegiances – trying to serve two masters, as Jesus 
put it. (Luke 16:13) Like the other disciples, Judas had ambitions for power and wealth in 
Jesus’ earthly kingdom. He wanted to advance the influence of the temple and nation. 
Perhaps he saw himself as the “realistic” disciple. Judas might have thought that 
negotiating a deal with the religious leaders would create the right conditions for Jesus to 
declare himself to the nation. “The other Judas” (not Iscariot) wondered why Jesus would 
declare himself to the inner circle but not to the world. (John 14:22) 

It was not the scheming of the religious leaders that left Jesus in the power of the mob. 
Nor was it the cowardice of the other disciples. What betrayed Jesus was the double-
mindedness of Judas. The traitor was someone who loved him dearly, but not whole-
heartedly. 

Judas was “a devil” (John 6:70) and “the son of perdition” (John 17:12). Instead of letting 
those words distance us from Judas and give us false confidence, however, perhaps we 
ought to realize that our own double-mindedness makes us unstable in all our ways as 
well. (James 1:  

Jesus’ worst enemy was (and is) a friend with divided loyalties – a traitor who once stood 
with him and then chooses to stand away. 



17 - Assigned a place with the unbelievers 
The most grave danger lurking behind the “once saved, always saved” teaching is the 
complacency it fosters in Christian hearts. 

Told that accepting Christ as Savior is all he needs to secure eternal salvation, the new 
believer easily falls prey to Satan’s schemes. Undisciplined, ignorant that obedience is 
essential, the immature Christian slides into habits that draw his heart farther and farther 
from Christ. Suddenly, when he least expects it, his Master returns and he has to account 
for his behavior – and face punishment he may never have dreamed was in store for him. 

Jesus made it very plain that his servants must not let themselves be distracted: “Be ready 
for whatever comes, dressed for action and with your lamps lit … because the Son of 
Man will come at an hour when you are not expecting him.” (Luke 12:35,40b TEV) 

He also made no bones about the consequences of failing to obey: 

“Who then is the faithful and sensible steward, whom his master will put in charge of his 
servants, to give them their rations at the proper time? Blessed is that slave whom his 
master finds so doing when he comes. Truly I say to you that he will put him in charge of 
all his possessions. 

“But if that slave says in his heart, ‘My master will be a long time in coming,’ and begins 
to beat the slaves, both men and women, and to eat and drink and get drunk; the master of 
that slave will come on a day when he does not expect him and at an hour he does not 
know, and will cut him in pieces, and assign him a place with the unbelievers. 

“And that slave who knew his master’s will and did not get ready or act in accord with 
his will, will receive many lashes, but the one who did not know it, and committed deeds 
worthy of a flogging, will receive but few. 

“From everyone who has been given much, much will be required; and to whom they 
entrusted much, of him they will ask all the more.” (Luke 12:42-48 NAS) 

Servants in the Master’s house, assigned chores, given responsibility for the well-being of 
other servants. The one who is alert and being obedient is richly rewarded upon his 
Master’s return. (vv.43-44) Another servant, who somehow didn’t receive the Master’s 
instructions, still wasn’t absolved of his responsibility to find out what they were, and 
when the Master returns, that servant receives a whipping. (v.48a) Yet another servant 
knew what he had been told to do and decided not to do it – and when the Master returns, 
he is flogged. (v.47) 

But there’s a fourth slave. He not only doesn’t do what the Master commanded, but he 
gets drunk and beats the other slaves. “Both men and women” – the Greek literally says 
“girl servants” and “boy servants.” Verse 46 says the Master cuts that slave in pieces and 
assigns him a place with “the unbelievers.” 



Under the laws of the time, a master held the power of life and death over his slaves. In 
some societies, he would have been well within his rights to kill such an outrageously 
disobedient servant. Cutting an offender in pieces, as appalling an image as it is, was an 
actual punishment meted out in parts of the pagan Greek world of the time. 

The meaning of these horrifying words could not have been lost on the disciples and the 
crowd who heard Jesus utter them. The consequences of distraction, complacency, and 
disobedience are serious – even deadly. Be alert. Obey. Disobedience will get you 
punished. Outrageous disobedience will get you thrown out of the Master’s household. 
Your dismembered body will be dumped with the unfaithful dead. 

One respected commentator – a subscriber to “once saved, always saved” – twists the 
parable into a warning against the Jewish religious leaders, who had been unfaithful in 
their responsibility as stewards of God’s household of faith: “Because of the penalty 
exacted (vv. 46-47), Jesus must not have been speaking about believers who were not 
ready.” But what in Jesus’ words would have made the crowd think Jesus was referring to 
the religious authorities? Peter’s only question was whether Jesus was addressing the 
parable to the Twelve or to the whole crowd. (v.41) 

Charles Spurgeon didn’t shrink from Jesus’ terrifying words: 

“We are sometimes accused of saying things too dreadful about the wrath of God in the 
world to come; but, beloved, we never say anything dreadful enough. If you will 
carefully examine the Word of God, you will find there expressions such as even Dante 
or the medieval preachers, with all the horrors they depicted, never surpassed. We cannot 
exaggerate the awful depth of meaning which we find in the words of the loving Christ 
himself.” 

As followers of Jesus, we are all slaves in God’s household. Each of us has been given a 
circle of influence – lives into which we are expected to pour God’s grace. Some of us 
haven’t paid enough attention to Jesus’ words to understand that; their punishment will 
be the lightest. Others know full well what he expects; the consequences they experience 
will be more severe. 

Still others will not only fail to exercise proper stewardship in their circle of influence but 
also will take advantage of the Master’s absence to play the master themselves, forgetting 
that their obligation is obedient service on behalf of others. 

“Almost saved” or “never saved”? How can you be cast out of the Master’s household 
and assigned a place with unbelievers unless you were a member of the household – and 
a believer – in the first place? 



18 - ‘Because of your hard hearts’ 
Perhaps the most compelling insight about the nature of apostasy lies in the fact that one 
of the Greek words – apostasion – is translated “divorce” and “certificate of divorce” in 
the New Testament. 

The conversation went like this: 

“Some Pharisees came to Jesus, testing him and asking, ‘Is it lawful for a man to divorce 
his wife for any reason at all?’ And he answered and said, ‘Have you not read that he 
who created them from the beginning made them male and female, and said, “for this 
reason a man shall leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife, and the two shall 
become one flesh”? So they are no longer two, but one flesh. What therefore God has 
joined together, let no man separate.’ They said to him, ‘Why then did Moses command 
to give her a certificate of divorce and send her away?’ He said to them, ‘Because of your 
hardness of heart Moses permitted you to divorce your wives; but from the beginning it 
has not been this way.’” (Matthew 19:3-8 NAS) 

How does it happen that a husband and wife divorce? 

It doesn’t happen accidentally or without the knowledge of the couple. You don’t wake 
up one day, surprised to discover that you’re divorced. Divorce is the result of a choice or 
series of choices that destroy the marriage relationship. Jesus said divorce happens 
because one spouse’s heart has become hard toward the other. 

Now, one partner in a marriage may not want the divorce, but that doesn’t prevent it from 
happening. The groom may have sworn he would never forsake his bride, but if she 
doesn’t guard her heart, she may be captivated by another love. Her unfaithfulness isn’t 
the same as divorce, but continued, willful unfaithfulness eventually will result in a 
divorce. If she doesn’t turn back, it’s only a matter of time before divorce becomes a 
reality. 

Apostasy is never an accident. It doesn’t happen without the full knowledge of the Bride 
and her Groom. It requires an act of will – a choice or series of choices – on the Bride’s 
part. Like the decision to accept Christ as Savior and Lord, apostasy is a choice to “stand 
apart” from him. Just as we choose to begin the journey along the narrow road that leads 
to the small gate, we also can choose to leave that road for the broad way that leads to 
destruction. 

Nothing in all creation can separate us from the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our 
Lord. (Romans 8:39) The Lord himself promises, “I will never leave you nor forsake 
you.” (Hebrews 13:5) But like Esau who sold his birthright and then regretted it, the one 
who divorces herself from Christ finds no place for repentance. She is rejected, even 
though she tearfully seeks forgiveness. (Hebrews 12:16-17) 



I don’t intend to be unfaithful to my wife, but I know full well I am capable of it. I don’t 
want our marriage to end in divorce, but I know it isn’t impossible. 

I also know I am capable of being unfaithful to the one who died to set me free; I can 
point to any number of instances to prove it. And as much as it terrifies me, I have no 
doubt I could allow myself to be seduced into choices that would harden my heart and 
destroy my relationship with Christ. 

If I found myself in that awful situation, it wouldn’t be because of God’s unwillingness or 
inability to keep me. I would have no one but myself to blame. 

The Lord God of Israel made his position crystal clear: “I hate divorce …. Be careful not 
to be unfaithful.” (Malachi 2:16 GW) 

And Jesus allowed divorce for one reason – unfaithfulness. (Matthew 5:32) 



19 - More than unrighteous living 
The problem of apostasy in our churches is potentially far more serious than most of us 
would ever imagine. That’s because we don’t understand the kind of choices that put us 
in danger. 

I grew up in and have been a lifelong member of Southern Baptist churches. Ask any 
member of those churches, “How would a person commit apostasy?” and you will get a 
blank stare. Some aren’t sure what the word means. Most don’t believe there is anything 
a Christian could do that would keep him from going to heaven. 

In our view, it doesn’t matter how low he might sink in sinful excess; if he genuinely “got 
saved” at some point in the past, he was guaranteed a home in heaven. His behavior 
might cause him to suffer a “loss of reward,” but at least he would be in heaven. That 
makes sanctification – the process God uses to make us more like Christ – a consequence 
of salvation, perhaps even an optional consequence, rather than part of a process of being 
saved. 

Many other churches do teach that sanctification is essential to salvation, but even they 
often miss the point of holiness – being “set apart” by God. 

Holiness is seen by some as a matter of what a Christian does do – growing to be more 
like Christ by practicing certain personal spiritual disciplines: a “quiet time,” Bible study, 
prayer, etc. Others emphasize what a Christian doesn’t do – avoiding certain sins.  “We 
don’t smoke, drink, or chew, and we don’t run with girls who do.” 

And that certainly is part of holiness. 1 Peter 1:15 tells us that “like the Holy One who 
called you, be holy yourselves also in all your behavior.” (NAS) 

But focusing only on behavior will cause you to miss the point of holiness – and leave 
you exposed to a danger you might never even consider a threat. 

Holiness is not something achieved by what you do or don’t do. Like the new birth, it is a 
gift of God’s grace that we receive as we exercise faith in Christ. Achieved holiness is 
lost the moment you begin to think you are succeeding in living it. Your sanctification 
becomes a matter of pride, and you join the ranks of Christian sourpusses who peer down 
their noses at the rest of us. “Holiness as behavior” leaves little room for the real-life fact 
that “we all stumble in many ways.” 

There is more to holiness than behavior. An unbeliever can be well-behaved, even 
admirably moral, but it doesn’t make him holy. 

Holiness rests on two foundations: (1) our relationship with Christ – “if the root is holy, 
the branches are too.” (Romans 11:16 NAS) and (2) the purpose for which God “saved us 
and called us with a holy calling, not according to our works, but according to his own 



purpose and grace which was granted us in Christ Jesus from all eternity.” (2 Timothy 1:9 
NAS) 

That second aspect of holiness – fulfilling God’s purpose in saving us – is the one many 
of us have failed to teach our people, exposing them in the process to a mortal danger of 
the soul. 

Abraham’s children failed to be the blessing to the nations that God called them to be, 
and the consequence was that Jesus took the Kingdom from them and gave it to others 
who would produce its fruit. (Matthew 21:43) 

Moments before he pronounced that judgment, Jesus told a parable about obedience: 

“A man had two sons, and he came to the first and said, ‘Son, go work today in the 
vineyard.’ And he answered, ‘I will not,’ but afterward he regretted it and went. The man 
came to the second and said the same thing, and he answered, ‘I will, sir,’ but he did not 
go. Which of the two did the will of his father?” They said, “The first.” Jesus said to 
them, “Truly I say to you that the tax collectors and prostitutes will get into the kingdom 
of God before you. For John came to you in the way of righteousness, and you did not 
believe him; but the tax collectors and prostitutes did believe him, and you, seeing this, 
did not even feel remorse afterward so as to believe him.” (Matthew 21:28-32 NAS) 

The point of Jesus’ parable wasn’t which son lived an exemplary life. In fact, the moral 
was quite the opposite. The crucial issue was which of the two sons ultimately did the 
will of his father. He had a purpose he expected his sons to fulfill – a command he 
required them to keep – and obedience was the criterion that mattered to him. 

If holiness is rooted in a believer’s fulfilling God’s purpose in saving him, then knowing 
that purpose is essential. And knowing is not enough; one must also obey the Master’s 
commands: 

The Great Commandments 
“‘You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with 
all your mind.’ This is the great and foremost commandment. The second is like it, ‘You 
shall love your neighbor as yourself.’” (Matthew 22:37-39 NAS) 

The New Commandment 
“A new commandment I give to you, that you love one another, even as I have loved you, 
that you also love one another.” (John 13:34 NAS) 

The Great Commission 
“Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the 
Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I commanded 
you.” (Matthew 28:19-20a NAS) 



Loving God, loving others, loving brothers and sisters in Christ, making disciples: these 
are the commands given us by the Master who laid down his life to set us free. We ought 
to obey, not because of obligation, for that would be empty works, but because our hearts 
are filled with gratitude for the awful price he paid. 

Jesus tied our love for him to our obedience: “If you love me, you will obey my 
commandments.” (John 14:15 GW) 

He also tied our obedience to experiencing his love: “If you keep my commandments, 
you will abide in my love.” (John 15:10a NAS) 

Those two “if” statements clearly establish the Lord’s expectation that his people will 
obey and that their obedience allows them to experience the full, free, and forever life he 
promises. 

Consider for a moment, however, the level of our obedience to those commands. In many 
churches, there is a core of faithful souls who obey, and one sees in their eyes the joy 
their Master feels because of them. They love him, they obey his commands, and they 
live in the fullness of his love. 

Yet in most churches, only some genuinely love their brothers and sisters in Christ, even 
fewer love their neighbors as well as they love themselves, and only a tiny minority 
actually makes disciples. Many claim to love God, and they call Jesus “Lord” – but their 
failure to obey puts the lie to their empty words. 

Jesus drove home the relationship between salvation and obedience when he asked “Why 
do you call me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ and do not do what I say?” and then he told a parable that 
directly connected obedience with the success of one’s “abiding.” The one who obeyed 
had a house that could not be shaken by the storms, he said. By contrast, the house of the 
one who did not obey immediately collapsed – “and the ruin of that house was great.” 
(Luke 6:46-49 NAS) 

The disobedient majority must understand that paying lip service to Jesus will gain them 
nothing. The Mission is not optional. Refuse to obey the command to minister, 
evangelize, and make disciples, and you can expect that the ruin of your house will be 
great as well. 

Failure to obey, of course, does not in itself constitute apostasy. We all fail Christ at one 
time or another – usually more than once. We may stumble or even fall, but nothing can 
threaten the security of the believer – someone who genuinely seeks to follow Jesus and 
willingly obeys his commands. 

Obstinately refusing to obey Christ’s commands, however, is far worse than inadvertent 
failure or impulsive disobedience. The double-minded believer will not minister to the 
poor, evangelize the lost, or disciple new believers because that would require him to 
give up his friendship with the world. James calls such believers “adulteresses” – brides 



who are unfaithful to their husbands – and warns that such a person “makes himself an 
enemy of God.” (James 4:4 NAS) 

Hebrews warns that such willful sin leaves a believer in the hands of a God who has 
vowed to pass judgment on his people – and such a person has only “a terrifying 
expectation of judgment and the fury of a fire which will consume the adversaries.” 
(Hebrews 10:26-31 NAS) 

The heart of holiness is our “set-apartness” for God’s purpose. Holiness requires not just 
living in “the way of righteousness” – doing good and avoiding evil – but also joining 
God’s Mission – loving others, loving the brotherhood, and making disciples. Refusing to 
join God’s Mission places one in grave danger, just as much as refusing to live in God’s 
righteous way. 

Some of my Southern Baptist friends wonder why so many of our churches are dead, 
baptizing no one year after year. They wonder that even in good churches there are so 
many members who show no signs of obedience that would demonstrate their love for the 
Lord. 

Some suggest the problem is “unregenerate members.” It is a problem to be sure, and a 
serious one. We have for at least two generations made it easier to join a Southern Baptist 
church than to join the Rotary Club. The result is that some, perhaps many, of the people 
in our churches have not in fact been born again. It is no wonder they would refuse to 
obey our Lord’s commands. 

But not all those who are disobeying the commands to minister and witness are 
unregenerate. Many can share an authentic salvation testimony and simply have not been 
taught that obedience to the commands of Christ is part and parcel of salvation. Some 
others know it full well, yet refuse to obey. 

How many church members do you see faithfully obeying all four of the Master’s 
commands? Of those who do not obey, how many do you suppose are fully aware they 
have been commanded to love others, love the fellowship, and make disciples? What is 
the scope of the apostasy danger in our churches when so many Christians have for so 
many years been willfully refusing to minister, evangelize, and make disciples? 

Apostasy is not just a matter of unrighteous behavior. It also can involve whether we 
obey the Lord’s commands and engage wholeheartedly in his Mission. Refusal 
demonstrates disdain for Christ – trampling under foot the Son of God and regarding as 
unclean the blood of the covenant by which we are sanctified. 

“If you love me, you will obey my commandments.” 

He has promised that if we obey his commandments, we will abide in his love. 

What do you think he will do with us if we refuse to obey? 



20 - Believers are eternally secure 
Some insist that a person cannot claim to believe both that the believer is eternally secure 
in salvation and that he can choose to divorce himself from Christ and be lost in eternity. 

Some believe that once a person is born again, he can make no choice that would separate 
him from Christ in eternity. I call that position “once saved, always saved,” and I find no 
biblical basis for saying that a person who freely chose to follow Christ loses his ability 
to choose. In fact, I find the New Testament replete with warnings, addressed to 
believers, which make no sense unless there is a danger of choosing to divorce ourselves 
from Christ with eternal consequences. 

On the other hand, my understanding of the security of the believer is that our security 
rests solely in God’s ability to keep us in his hand (John 10:28-30) and his faithfulness to 
do so (Romans 8:35-39). This position affirms two biblical teachings: (1) God chose to 
predestine and elect believers to salvation and (2) people are genuinely free to choose or 
reject Christ and to live with the eternal consequences of their choice. Some find that 
contradictory. I do not, because I don’t believe the Bible contradicts itself, and Scripture 
clearly teaches both ideas. 

Yes, the rationalist in me wrestles with the tension between the doctrines of election and 
apostasy, but other doctrines – like the Trinity and the deity of Jesus – also appear to 
involve contradictions, and that does not prevent us from affirming them. Paradox and 
mystery are unavoidable when human intellect tries to comprehend divine truth. 

The doctrine of the believer’s eternal security does not require one to reject the idea of 
apostasy. It simply affirms that God is able and faithful in the matter of salvation. A 
genuine believer has no reason whatsoever to worry about his security in salvation. 

My conviction, however, is that Scripture also teaches that a believer, still genuinely free 
and responsible for his decision, can choose to stop being a believer, turn his back on 
Christ, and walk resolutely in the other direction – with eternal consequences. Security is 
for believers – followers of Jesus who live by faith, even when they stumble and fall 
down. Turn back resolutely from following Jesus, and you have no biblical reason to 
think you remain secure in salvation. To the contrary, the Scripture says that toying with 
such a decision places a soul in mortal danger. 

Some argue that the professing Christian who ends badly was never really a Christian to 
begin with. Yes, “almost saved” and “never saved” pseudo-Christians are indeed a real 
problem in the Church, but the Scripture also warns believers about the danger of making 
a choice that cannot be taken back. We do a grave disservice to Christians when we fail 
to teach them that a genuine believer – predestined and elect – can treat the Son of God 
like a doormat, despise the precious blood that sanctified him, insult the Spirit of grace, 
and find himself falling, terrified, into the hands of the living God. (Hebrews 10:26-31) 



Whether that destiny is eternal destruction or being saved “yet as through fire,” it is a fate 
no believer should face because his pastor/teacher failed to tell him the entire truth about 
the cost of discipleship. We ought to teach our people what the Bible says about the 
importance of obedience and endurance in salvation. 

It is ironic that pastor/teachers who believe fervently in security avoid the Letter to the 
Hebrews because it contains “some things hard to understand, which the untaught and 
unstable distort, as they do also the rest of the Scriptures, to their own destruction 
(apoleia).” (2 Peter 3:16 NAS) 

The irony is that this most misunderstood of epistles contains some of the most 
marvelous assurances of eternal security in all of Scripture: 

Our Savior was made like us in all things, including our temptations, and is able to come 
to our aid when we are tempted. (Hebrews 2:17-18 ) Because of that, we can approach 
God with confidence and receive grace and mercy when we need it most. (4:16) We 
know God is not so unjust as to forget us who serve him, and we draw assurance from the 
fact that we serve him diligently until the end. (6:10-11) 

Because it is impossible for God to lie, we find the courage to take hold of the hope set 
before us, a hope that anchors us “steadfast and sure.” (6:18-19) Because Christ always 
sits at the Father’s right hand, interceding for us, we know he is able to save us forever. 
(7:25) By offering himself in death, he has perfected forever those who are sanctified by 
his blood. (10:14) Because he faithfully keeps his promises, we can have the full 
assurance of the faithful and hold fast to our confession. (10:22-23) 

Encouraged by the generations of faithful before us, we can run our race with endurance. 
(12:1) Because we have received a kingdom which cannot be shaken, we can, in 
gratitude, offer God an acceptable service with reverence and awe. (12:28-29) 

Let us understand that believers are eternally secure – that our security rests on God’s 
ability to save and his faithfulness to keep his promises, not on any effort of our own to 
earn his favor. 

But let us also understand that security is only for believers, that “abiding” as a believer 
involves more than the first choice that began our journey with Christ, and that whoever 
denies Christ before men, Christ will deny before the Father. (Matthew 10:33) 

“And now, may the God of peace, who brought again from the dead our Lord Jesus, 
equip you with all you need for doing his will. May he produce in you, through the power 
of Jesus Christ, all that is pleasing to him. Jesus is the great Shepherd of the sheep by an 
everlasting covenant, signed with his blood. To him be glory forever and ever. Amen.” 
(Hebrews 13:20-21 NLT) 
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